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Abstract
This paper presents a novel method, termed Bridge to
Answer, to infer correct answers for questions about a given
video by leveraging adequate graph interactions of heterogeneous crossmodal graphs. To realize this, we learn question conditioned visual graphs by exploiting the relation between video and question to enable each visual node using
question-to-visual interactions to encompass both visual
and linguistic cues. In addition, we propose bridged visualto-visual interactions to incorporate two complementary visual information on appearance and motion by placing the
question graph as an intermediate bridge. This bridged architecture allows reliable message passing through compositional semantics of the question to generate an appropriate answer. As a result, our method can learn the question
conditioned visual representations attributed to appearance
and motion that show powerful capability for video question
answering. Extensive experiments prove that the proposed
method provides effective and superior performance than
state-of-the-art methods on several benchmarks.

1. Introduction
Video question answering (VideoQA) is a task to answer the question regarding a given video in a natural
language form. Over the past few years, several methods have been focused on manipulating spatio-temporal
visual representations conditioned by linguistic cues for
VideoQA [20, 31, 32, 35]. However, because of its specificities such as dynamic spatiotemporal dependencies of
the video and sophisticated compositional semantics of the
question, the VideoQA still remains a challenging problem.
Recent works [11, 27, 6, 2, 5, 18] have adopted the
encoder-decoder structure. Typically, LSTM-based encoders [11, 6, 2, 5] are used to encode the representations of video frames and a question into the visual and
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Question: What is the woman in the red holding in her hand?
(a) Example for VideoQA
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Figure 1. (a) An example for VideoQA. (b) Question-to-Visual
(Q2V) interactions that each question node are propagated to visual nodes. (c) Visual-to-Visual (V2V) interactions that each visual node are associated with the relative visual nodes using the
question bridge. Only motion-to-appearance (M2A) interaction is
shown.

word sequence. The encoded representations are then incorporated to provide the answer with an attention mechanism. The several types of attention have shown promising results by learning the temporal relations between video
frames [38, 2], the spatial relations between regions in every single frame [15, 37, 27], or spatiotemporal relations
using appearance and motion representations [11, 6]. Although these methods have suggested how to use the visual relationship for VideoQA, they still rely on learning
positional relationships, not on in-depth semantic meaning,
which makes capturing sophisticated appearance-motion or
visual-question relations difficult.
Meanwhile, methods to understand cross-modal relationships have been proposed for vision-language interac-
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tion tasks, such as image-text matching [21, 26] or videotext matching [1], exploiting global [22, 29, 36] or local [19, 25] representations for visual and textual information. Similar approaches have also been adopted in
VideoQA. The global question representation has been used
as a condition to learn a question-specific visual representation [40, 6, 18]. For example, the global question feature vector was used to update the memory network to
learn attention that attributed to the question in [6]. Le
et al. [18] proposed a hierarchical architecture that transforms a sequence of objects into a new array conditioned on
the global question feature. The word-level features of the
question have been treated as sequential data in the local approach [11, 38, 5, 24, 10]. These approaches leveraged each
word representation to learn visual attention [11, 38, 2] or
co-attention [27, 5, 24, 10] by fusing visual and word representations. However, the global approaches have learned
coarse relations that frequently fail to capture video-word
relations. The local approaches associate visual and word
information based on co-occurrence statistics, not compositional semantics of the question. For instance, without
semantic relations, the word “woman” of the question in
Fig. 1-(a) can incorrectly be correlated with all women in
the video. On the other hand, compositional semantics
clearly indicate from the phrase “in the red” that the question point to the left woman.
To address these limitations, the consideration of grammatical dependencies between sentence words [3, 4] has
been raised. For visual question answering (VQA), Teney
et al. [33] proposed structured representations that the input
image and question are encoded as graphs to leverage compositional semantics of the question. For image-text matching, Liu et al. [26] proposed a graph-structured network that
construct graphs for the image and corresponding captions
to find the fine-grained image-text correspondences using
node-level and structure-level matching. Although the effectiveness of structured representations for image-text relations has been extensively demonstrated, it is still underexplored in VideoQA.
In this paper, we propose a novel method, called Bridge
to Answer, that formulates structure-aware interaction for
semantic relation modeling between crossmodal information, including appearance, motion, and question. Contrary
to existing approaches [6, 10], we construct not only appearance and motion graphs for video but also the question
graph that represents compositional semantic relations between words. We perform question-to-video (Q2V) interactions that propagate the question node to its relevant visual nodes to learn question conditioned visual representations with visual-question relations, as shown in Fig. 1-(b).
Also, we apply visual-to-visual (V2V) interactions to visual
graphs delivering each visual node to nodes in the relative
visual graph to model appearance-motion relations. To uti-

lize compositional semantic structure of the question, we
use the question graph as an intermediate bridge, as shown
in Fig. 1-(c). We demonstrate the capability of the proposed
method through extensive ablation studies and comparison
with state-of-the-art methods on three datasets, including
TGIF-QA [11], MSVD-QA [38], and MSRVTT-QA [39].

2. Related Works
Video question answering (VideoQA) has attracted intense attention over the past few years due to its applicability to human-robot interaction and video retrieval, etc.
The existing methods have mostly been proposed to learn
visual representations by leveraging video-question interactions. We summarize recent works according to the types
of utilized interactions. Typically, the temporal attention
has been learned by exploiting relationships between the appearance and question [20, 43, 23]. Li et al. [23] proposed
to learn co-attention between the appearance and question,
and Li et al. [24] enhanced co-attention by using selfattention [34] mechanism. Some researchers have presented
to capture fine-grained appearance-question interactions.
Jin et al. [13] introduced object-aware temporal attention
that learns object-question interactions. Huang etal [10]
also utilize frame and object features to enhance coattention between the appearance and question.
Since Jang et al. [11] proposed a two-stream architecture using appearance and motion features, researchers have
focused on learning spatiotemporal attention that leverages
motion, appearance, and question interactions. Developments of spatiotemporal attention have successfully been
applied to various approaches including a multimodal fusion memory [5], co-memory attention [6], hierarchical attention [41, 40], multi-head attention [16], and multi-step
progressive attention [14, 38, 31]. The hierarchical structure that capture appearance-question and motion-question
relations from the frame-level to segment-level have also
been proposed by Zhao et al. [42] and Le et al. [18].
Although they have suggested methods that effectively
learn relations between appearance and question or even
motion, they still rely on positional relationships [24].
Moreover, there have not been presented for capturing the
relationship between appearance and motion with compositional semantics of the question. To address these limitations, we explicitly model appearance, motion, and the
question as graphs. Our model learns question conditioned
visual representations and mutually enhances appearance
and motion representations by leveraging compositional semantics of the question.
Graph-structured vision-language interaction has recently been studied to learn semantic relations between visual and textual information. Teney et al. [33] firstly proposed to learn graph-structured representations of the input
image and question for visual question answering (VQA).
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Figure 2. The overall architecture of the proposed method for VideoQA. The visual and question representations are extracted to construct
appearance, motion and question graphs. The graph nodes in each graph are propagated to nodes in another graph differentially through
question-to-visual interactions and visual-to-visual interactions to learn question conditioned visual representation attributed to appearance
and motion.

More recently, Li et al. [21] proposed to learn relationships between regions in the input image using graph convolutional network (GCN) [17] and capture image-phrase
correspondence for image-text matching. To enable finegrained image-text matching, Liu et al. [26] constructed a
visual graph for the input image and textual graph with the
compositional semantics of the caption, respectively. They
successfully achieved state-of-the-art performance by learning correspondences between two structured graphs. Similarly, Chen et al. [1] recently proposed a hierarchical graph
reasoning method that learns fine-grained video-text correspondence. They composed hierarchical graphs for video
and caption according to semantic roles, and performed
global and local matching between two graphs.
While these works have suggested methods that effectively learn visual-text relations with structured representations, they cannot be directly applied to VideoQA. To our
knowledge, our work is the first attempt to perform relation
reasoning between appearance and motion information of
the video with compositional semantics of the question.

the visual graphs using question-to-visual interactions to
learn question conditioned visual representations (Sec. 3.2).
Thereafter, the nodes in each visual graph are aggregated
into relevant nodes in the relative visual graph over a question bridge to enhance visual representations by learning
appearance-motion relations (Sec. 3.3). Lastly, the final visual and question representations are concatenated and fed
into the decoder to infer the answer (Sec. 3.4). Tab. 1 summarizes the notations used over our method. Following subsections, we depict the proposed method in details.

3.1. Feature Extraction and Graph Construction

(1)

Visual representations and visual graphs. Similar to
the previous works for videoQA [18, 10], we divide the
video V of L frames into N uniform length clips C =
{C1 , ..., CN }, such that the length of each clip is T = L/N .
To represent two types of information of the video, we extract frame-wise appearance feature vectors V and clipwise motion feature vectors M. In our work, V and M
are extracted from the pretrained feature extractor (e.g.,
ResNet [9] and ResNeXt-101 [8]). The extracted features are fed into the linear feature transformation layers to
project V and M into d′ -dimensional feature space to ob′
d′ N
tain V̂ = {v̂l |v̂l ∈ Rd }L
l=1 and M̂ = {m̂n ∈ R }n=1 ,
respectively.

where ã is the answer that can be inferred in answer space
A. θ is the set of model parameters of mapping function F,
which maps a pair of the video and question to the answer.
We illustrate proposed method in Fig. 2. We first extract
feature representations from the video and the question, and
construct graphs for appearance, motion, and question, respectively (Sec. 3.1). The question nodes propagated to

With appearance and motion representations, we construct an appearance graph Gv and a motion graph Gm as
undirected fully-connected graphs. The frames and clips
are set to nodes, and each node is connected with all the
other nodes in each graph with edges. The weight matrices
Wv and Wm , which represent node connections and their
edge weights are computed by the affinity between node

3. Method
Given a video V and a question q, the VideoQA problem
is generally formulated as follows:
ã = arg max Fθ (a|q, V),
a∈A
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Notation
V̂, M̂
U
Wv , Wm , Wq
Sv , Sm
Ṽ, M̃
Uvb , Uvb
Ûvb , Ûm
b
Svb , Sm
b
V f , Mf

Role
Input visual node representations
Input question node representation
Weight matrices of graphs
Q2V interaction matrix
Output of Q2V interaction
Bridged visual representations
Aggregated question representations
V2V interaction matrix
Output of V2V interaction

Table 1. Notations of Bridge to Answer

representations of V̂ and M̂ as
exp(λv̂iT v̂j )
v
wij
= PL
,
T
j=0 exp(λv̂i v̂j )

exp(λm̂Ti m̂j )
m
wij
= PT
,
T
j=0 exp(λm̂i m̂j )
(2)
v
m
where wij
and wij
indicate the edge weights between i-th
and j-th node in each graph. λ is a scaling factor.
Linguistic representations and question graph. For the
linguistic representation, we first embed all words in the
question into 300-dimensional vectors with pretrained word
embeddings (e.g., GloVe [30]). In the case of multiple
choice questions, the words in answer candidates are also
embedded. The embedded vectors are passed through a
Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (BiGRU) to establish
the context dependency between words and are projected
into the d′ -dimensions feature space. The linguistic repre′
sentations U = {ui |ui ∈ Rd }K
i=1 are obtained by concatenating the hidden states of forward and backward GRU at
each time step, and applying a linear feature transformation,
where K is the number of words in a question.
To take compositional semantic structure of the question
into the question graph Gq , we identify the semantic dependency within the question (and answer candidates) using Stanford CoreNLP [28]. This parser is used to analyze
the components in a sentence (e.g., nouns, verbs, or quantifiers) and parse their semantic dependencies (e.g., nominal
subject or adjectival modifier). For example, given a question “What is the woman in the red holding in her hand?”,
“What”, “red”, and “holding” are semantically dependent
with “woman”. Based on these dependencies, we set each
word as a node and connect two nodes if they are semantically dependent. To obtain the weight matrix of the question graph, we compute the affinity matrix E of the question
representation U as
eij =

exp(λûTi ûj )
,
PK
T
j=0 exp(λûi ûj )

matrix Wq is represented by a Hadamard product between
E and the adjacency matrix A, followed by L2 normalization, such that,
Wq = ||E ◦ A||2 ,
(4)
where the adjacency matrix A represents the connectivity
of the question graph.

3.2. Question-to-Visual Interactions
The goal of question-to-visual (Q2V) interactions is to
learn question conditioned visual representations by associating the question nodes with visual nodes and propagating
question representations along visual edges through graph
convolution layers [17]. The Q2V interactions are performed as question-to-appearance (Q2A) and question-tomotion (Q2M) interaction, respectively. Since Q2V interactions are symmetric operations on each graph except for the
number of nodes, we describe Q2A interaction in detail and
then roughly depict that on Q2M interaction. Specifically,
we first obtain an interaction matrix Sv by applying softmax function to the affinity matrix between V̂ and U along
the question axis, such that Sv = softmaxU (λV̂UT ). The
interaction value svij represents how much the j-th question
node is associated with the i-th appearance node. All the
question nodes are aggregated to the corresponding visual
node with Sv , followed by a fully connected (FC) layer, so
that the aggregated appearance node representation is formulated as
v̂i′ = σ(Wfv (v̂i +

svij uj ) + b),

(5)

j=1

where v̂i′ is the i-th node representation of the aggregated
appearance graph, Wfv and b are the learnable parameters
of FC layer, and σ(·) is an activate function such as ReLU.
Subsequently, we apply consecutive graph convolution
layers that take V̂′ and the weight matrix Wv as inputs to
propagate the aggregated node to its neighborhoods along
the appearance edges. Formally, the output of Q2A interaction is represented as
Ṽ = F(Wv , V̂′ |Wgv ),

(6)

where Wgv is the set of parameters of graph convolution
layers.1
Symmetrically, question-to-motion (Q2M) interaction,
which is performed to obtain the question conditioned motion representation M̃, can be formulated as
m̂′i = σ(Wfm (m̂i +

K
X

sm
ij uj ) + b),

j=1

(3)

where eij indicates the affinity between the i-th and j-th
question node and λ is a scaling factor. Then the weight

K
X

m

M̃ = F(W , M̂

′

(7)

|Wgm ),

1 We denote consecutive graph convolution layers as a feed-forward
process F .
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(a) Question: What is a man doing?

(b) Question: What is a woman applies a concealer to the
lower portion of her right cheek and blends it doing?
Baseline: Talk
Ours: Makeup
Groundtruth: Use

Baseline: Look
Ours: Tie
Groundtruth: Tie

Figure 3. Example questions for challenging conditions. (a) Sudden transitions of the scene lead to confusion in the model capturing
the visual relation. (b) Long and complex question composition makes it difficult for the model to learn a properly conditioned visual
representation. Our model with the capacity to capture relations of heterogeneous cross-modal graphs copes with these challenging cases.

where Sm = softmaxU (λM̂UT ) and Wgm is the set of parameters of graph convolution layers.

ance representation attributed to motion. The output of
M2A interaction can be formulated by following equation:

3.3. Visual-to-Visual Interactions
One of the most important capabilities for VideoQA is
to capture and incorporate the relations between appearance and motion information. To realize this, we present
visual-to-visual (V2V) interaction that learns semantic relationships between appearance and motion. Different from
previous works [6, 5] that appearance and motion information directly interact, we use the question graph as a bridge
to leverage compositional semantics of the question. Since
the structure of the question graph reflects semantic dependencies between words, the question conditioned visual
node can effectively be delivered to the relative visual nodes
along the question edges.
The V2V interaction can be summarized as three-fold:
1) one visual graph is bridged to the question graph, 2) the
bridged node representation is propagated along the question edges through graph convolution layers and aggregated
to the question graph, and 3) the aggregated question node
is delivered to the relative visual graph. Concretely, motionto-appearance (M2A) interaction begins by bridging motion
and question graphs. A bridged motion representation, denoted as Um
b , can be obtained as a weighted combination of
the question conditioned motion representation M̃, where
the weight is the interaction between U and M̃, such that
T
Um
b = softmaxM̃ (λUM̃ )M̃.

vif = σ(Wbv (ṽi +

m
where Wgb
is the set of trainable parameters of graph convolution layers. This form of the aggregated question graph
enables the representation to have motion and question information simultaneously.
Finally, the aggregated question node is delivered to the
appearance graph to obtain a question conditioned appear-

=

(10)

T
softmaxÛm (λṼ(Ûm
b ) ),
b

where vif is the i-th node representation of the final appearance graph, Wbv and b are the parameters of FC layer.
As a symmetric process, the node representation of the
final motion graph Mf can be obtained with A2M interaction by following equations:
Uvb = softmaxṼ (λUṼT )Ṽ,
v
Ûvb = U + F(Wq , Uvb |Wgb
),

mfi = σ(Wbm (m̃i +

K
X

v
(sm
b )ij (ûb )j ) + b),

(11)

j=1

Sm
b
v
Wgb

= softmaxÛv (λM̃(Ûvb )T ),
b

Wbm

where
and
are the weight parameters of graph
convolution layers and FC layer, respectively.
We apply an average pooling to the final visual node representations along the temporal axis to vectorize the representations, and concatenate them to make the incorporated
visual representation o:

(8)

(9)

(svb )ij (ûm
b )j ) + b),

j=1

Svb

1X f
vl ,
L
L

v̄ =

The bridged representation is propagated to its neighbors
along the question edges through graph convolution layers
and aggregated to the question representation as
q
m
m
Ûm
b = U + F(W , Ub |Wgb ),

K
X

m̄ =

l=1

N
1 X f
m ,
N n=1 n

(12)

o = [v̄; m̄],
where [·; ·] denotes concatenation operation.

3.4. Answer Decoder and Loss Functions
Following previous works [5, 18], we use different answer decoders depending on the type of question. Specifically, we treat open-ended questions as a multi-label classification problem. The decoder takes the final visual representation o and the averaged question representation ū to
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Model
ST-TP [11]
Co-mem [6]
PSAC [24]
HME [5]
L-GCN [10]
QueST [12]
HCRN [18]
Ours

Action
62.9
68.2
70.4
73.9
74.3
75.9
75.0
75.9

Trans.
69.4
74.3
76.9
77.8
81.1
81.0
81.4
82.6

Frame
49.5
51.5
55.7
53.8
56.3
59.7
55.9
57.5

Count
4.32
4.10
4.27
4.02
3.95
4.19
3.82
3.71

Table 2. Performance comparison for several tasks on TGIFQA [11] dataset with state-of-the-art methods. The lower the better for count.

compute label probabilities p ∈ R|A| :
y = σ(W2 [o, W1 ū + b] + b),
y ′ = σ(Wy y + b),

(13)

′

p = softmax(Wy′ y + b),
where W1 , W2 , Wy , and Wy′ are of learnable parameters
of the decoder. We employ the cross-entropy loss for openended questions.
We treat repetition count task as a linear regression problem that the decoder takes y ′ in Eq. (13) as an input and
applies a rounding function for integer count results. The
Mean Squared Error (MSE) is employed as the loss function.
For multiple choice question types (i.e., repeating action and state transition), |A| answer candidates are used to
make a set of visual representations corresponding to each
candidate in the same way with the question. As a result,
we have a set of final visual representations, o conditioned
|A|
by the question, and {oai }i=1 conditioned by answer candidates. The classifier for multiple choice question takes o,
oai , ū, and answer candidates āi to output probabilities for
candidates as follows:
yi = [o, oai , Ww ū + b, Wa āi + b],
yi′ = σ(Wy yi + b),
si =

Wy′ yi′

(14)

+ b,

where W1 , Wa , Wy , and Wy′ are of learnable parameters
the decoder. Then, the candidate with the largest s value is
selected as the answer such that,
ã = arg max si .
i

(15)

We employ the hinge loss [7] between incorrect answer
score sn and correct answer score sp , max(0, 1 + sn − sp ),
as the loss function.

Model
AMU [38]
HRA [2]
Co-mem [6]
HME [5]
L-GCN [10]
QueST [12]
HCRN [18]
Ours

MSVD-QA
32.0
34.4
31.7
33.7
34.3
36.1
36.1
37.2

MSRVTT
32.5
35.0
31.9
33.0
34.6
35.6
36.9

Table 3. Performance comparison for open-ended questions on
MSVD-QA [38] and MSRVTT-QA [39] datasets with state-of-theart methods.

kinds of tasks that address the unique properties of videos.
Repetition Count is to retrieve number of occurrences of an
action. Repeating action is a task to identify an action repeated for a given number of times among multiple choices.
State Transition is a multiple choice task to identify an action regarding the temporal order of action state. Frame QA
is to find a particular frame in a video that can answer the
questions.
MSVD-QA [38] dataset contains 1, 970 short clips and
50, 505 question answer pairs. The questions are composed
of five types, including what, who, how, when, and where.
MSRVTT-QA [39] dataset contains 10K videos and
243K question answer pairs. While types of questions are
the same with MSVD-QA dataset, the contents of the videos
in MSRVTT-QA are more complex and the lengths of the
videos are much longer from 10 to 30 seconds.
For the evaluation metrics, we use Mean Squared Error
(MSE) for repetition count on TGIF-QA dataset and use accuracy for all the other experiments.

4.2. Implementation Details
We divide the video into 8 clips containing 16 frames in
each clip by default. Following the previous work [18], the
long videos in MSRVTT-QA are additionally divided into
24 clips. We train our model for 25 epochs with a batch
size of 16 for TGIF-QA and MSVD-QA datasets, and of 4
for MSRVTT-QA dataset. The learning rate is set to 10−4
and decayed by half for every 5 epochs. The reported results
are at the epoch showing the best validation accuracy.

4.3. Experimental Results

4.1. Datasets

We compare our model with several state-of-the-art
methods on TGIF-QA, MSVD-QA, and MSRVTT-QA
datasets.2 For TGIF-QA dataset, we compare our model
with [11, 6, 24, 5, 10, 12, 18] in Tab. 2. We display evaluation results over four tasks, including repeating action,
state transition, frameQA, and repetition count. The results

TGIF-QA [11] dataset contains 72K animated GIF files
and 165K question answer pairs. The dataset provides four

2 Reported values of the other methods are taken from the original papers and [18]

4. Experiment
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Model
Input conditioning
w/o appearance
w/o motion
Interaction
w/o Q2V, V2V
w/o Q2A
w/o Q2M
w/o Q2V
w/o A2M
w/o M2A
w/o V2V
Bridge conditioning
w/o bridge
Parameter λ
λ=1
λ=5
λ = 10
λ = 20
Full model

Act.

Trans.

F.QA

Count

72.8
68.2

77.2
75.5

57.3

4.01
4.21

69.4
73.9
73.1
72.3
74.7
74.8
74.1

75.3
80.1
78.2
76.3
81.4
80.9
78.5

51.4
52.7
56.8
52.6
56.1
56.9
56.5

3.97
3.87
3.90
3.95
3.84
3.86
3.89

75.1

81.7

56.9

3.83

75.1
75.3
75.9
75.4
75.9

81.5
81.8
82.6
82.2
82.6

56.2
57.2
57.5
57.1
57.5

3.80
3.77
3.71
3.73
3.71

Table 4. Ablation studies for input conditioning, interaction, and
the value of λ on TGIF-QA dataset [11]. Act.: Action; Trans.:
Transition; F.QA: Frame QA. When not explicitly specified, we
use λ = 10. The lower the better for count.

show that our model achieves state-of-the-art performance
and outperforms the existing methods on all tasks except for
FrameQA task.
For MSVD-QA and MSRVTT-QA datasets, our model is
compared with [38, 2, 6, 5, 10, 12, 18] in Tab. 3. Since these
datasets provide open-ended questions, they are referred to
as highly challenging benchmarks compared to the TGIFQA dataset. Our model achieves 37.2% and 36.9% accuracy, outperforming the existing approaches by 1.1% and
1.3% for accuracy, respectively.
We provide qualitative results for two challenging examples in Fig. 3. The first example shows that a sudden transition of the scene causes the problem of capturing semantic relations. Our model handles this problem by learning
in-depth semantic relations, not positional relations. The
second example reflects the case in which a long and complex question has given3 . Our model successfully analyzes
this long and complex question by explicitly modeling the
compositional semantics of the question.

4.4. Ablation Studies
To validate the effectiveness of components within our
model, we conduct extensive ablation studies on TGIFQA [11], as shown in Tab. 4. Ablation studies widely
cover the results according to input conditioning, interactions, question bridge, and the value of the parameter λ.
3 Groundtruth

is probably incorrectly annotated.

Parameter λ
λ=1
λ=5
λ = 10
λ = 20

MSVD-QA
35.3
36.9
37.2
36.5

MSRVTT
33.8
35.0
36.6
36.9

Table 5. Performance comparison with different λ values on
MSVD-QA [38] and MSRVTT-QA [39] datasets.

The overall result verify that all components affect performance, and even any direction of interaction contribute to
the performance improvement. The detailed analyzes are
described below.
Effect of input conditioning. We study the effect of the
input condition with following settings:
◮ w/o appearance: Remove appearance feature from full
model. Q2A and V2V interaction also been removed. Since
the frames are not used in this setting, we do not measure
the performance for FrameQA. ◮ w/o motion: Remove
motion feature from full model. Q2M and V2V interaction also been removed. We find that while the absence of
either appearance or motion feature is critical to the performance, motion contributes more to the performance in
action-related tasks. The results of FrameQA show that motion information does not play an important role in tasks
where appearance information of the frame is important.
Effect of interactions. To investigate the effectiveness of
each interaction (e.g., Q2A or A2M), we evaluate our model
with all possible combination of interactions:
◮ w/o Q2V: Not using question conditioned visual representations and performing V2V interaction only with the
question bridge. ◮ w/o Q2A or w/o Q2M: Using only one
question conditioned visual representation (i.e., using V̂
and M̃, or Ṽ and M̂). ◮ w/o V2V: No interaction between
the two visual representations. ◮ w/o A2M or w/o M2A:
Using one-way V2V interaction (i.e., motion to appearance
or appearance to motion only).
Overall we find that the absence of any direction of
interaction significantly degrades the performance on all
tasks. Specifically, Q2V works as a primary component for
VideoQA. This is not surprising given that learning question
conditioned visual representations is one of the most important ingredient for VideoQA. The notable performance
degradation due to the ablation of Q2M is shown in all the
tasks except for FrameQA.
We also find that A2M and M2A are complemented each
other from the results that promising performance can be
achieved with only one-way interaction. To analyze V2V
interaction, we display the visualization for the connectivity of motion-question and question-appearance as shown
in Fig. 4. We depict M2A interaction only and represent
the clips as frames sampled at each clip for visibility. The
clips and words are placed according to temporal and word
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0.15

0.13
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0.13

0.13
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0.08

head
0.1

0.13

of
0.08

0.2

with
0.08

his
0.09

0.18

hand
0.11

Frames
(Appearance)

Figure 4. Visualization of M2A interaction. Although any two graphs are fully connected by interaction value, we only indicate the
connection with the largest value in each interaction matrix for visibility. Note that the clips are represented by frames sampled from each
clip.

order, respectively, and corresponding frames of each word
are placed regardless of temporal order. The connections
indicate that two nodes are associated with the maximum
interaction value. For example, the first clip is associated
with the word “man” by the interaction value of 0.15, and
the word “man” is related to the fourth frame by the interaction value of 0.15. Note that, when all the nodes are
connected with uniformly distributed weights, the motionquestion interaction value and the question-appearance interaction value is 0.09 and 0.008, respectively. The results
show that the relavant nodes are connected with relatively
high interaction values, and the question node is also connected with the appearance node through semantic relation.

difficult to distinguish relevant nodes. Therefore, it is important to properly set the value of λ. To investigate the performance with various λ values, we measure VideoQA performance by setting the λ as 1, 5, 10, 20. Not surprisingly,
Lager λ shows better performance compared to λ = 1.
We additionally evaluate our model according to λ values on MSVD-QA [38] and MSRVTT-QA [39] datasets. As
shown in Tab. 5, our model yield highest performance when
λ = 10 on MSVD-QA. The results on MSRVTT-QA show
that λ = 20 brings out the best performance. The different optimal value of λ on two datasets might be caused by
different lengths of videos.

5. Conclusion
Effect of the question bridge. The question bridge is
a key component to leverage the compositional semantics
of the question. To verify the effectiveness, we conduct
ablation study for the question bridge. The V2V interactions without the question bridge are performed by directly
aggregating the relative node representations based on the
affinity value between appearance and motion nodes. For
instance, the output of the M2A interaction without the
bridge is obtained by
v
vif = σ(Wwob
(ṽi +

T
X

(svwob )ij m̃j ) + b),

(16)

j=1

where Svwob = softmaxM̃ (λṼM̃T ).
The results at each task demonstrate the advantage of the
bridged architecture with the performance improvement of
0.5%, 0.9%, 0.6% for accuracy, and 0.12 for MSE value,
respectively.
Effect of λ. The scaling parameter λ adjusts the relative
weight of different nodes in Q2V and V2V interactions and
the edge weight of graphs. The large value of λ distills
nodes highly correlated to the specific node and filters out
irrelevant nodes. Contrary to this, the small value of λ is

We proposed a novel method for VideoQA, called
Bridge to Answer, that constructs heterogeneous multimodal graphs and learns relations between visual and question graphs to learn question conditioned visual representations attributed to appearance and motion. In the process, in-depth semantic relations between visual and question graphs are encapsulated to visual representations using
question-visual interactions. The relations between appearance and motion graphs are modulated by compositional semantics of the question as a bridge to effectively enhance
each relative visual representation. This bridged structure
allows a model robust to the scene composition and sophisticated structure of the question. Our model was evaluated on several VideoQA benchmarks, including TGIF-QA,
MSVD-QA, and MSRVTT-QA, achieving state-of-the-art
performance.
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